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FASHION

Jean’s dress by Mascot (Boutique Noa)
«Flying"Butterfly» necklace in white gold and diamonds by Van Cleef & Arpels
«Flying"Butterfly» ring in white gold and diamonds by Van Cleef & Arpels
«Palmyre» bracelet in white gold and diamonds by Van Cleef & Arpels
Black and gold sandals by Sarenza

Photographed by Marc Ninghetto
www.marcninghetto.ch
Assistant photographer: Marianne
Styled by Mélanie Hearnden «Melane»
www.justmelane.com
Hair and makeup by Le Bal des Créateurs
Model: Melissa, Square Agency
www.square-agency.com
Special thanks to
Restaurant Le Baroque, Genève
Making Of : India
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White tank top by American Vintage (Globus)
Gold lurex skirt by Stella Mc Cartney (Bongénie)
Powder suede bomber by Longchamp
«Cluster» diamond necklace by Harry Winston
«Cluster» diamond earrings by Harry Winston
«Cluster» diamond bracelet by Harry Winston

White shirt by Essentielle Globus
Black jupon by Romance
Blushy mocassins by Longchamp
«Carissa» necklace in white diamonds by Graff
Earrings in white diamonds by Graff
«Carissa» bracelet in white diamonds by Graff
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«Dolce Vita» grey lace body by Erès
Pink short by Paul & Joe (Bongénie)
Black and gold sandals by Sarenza
«Miss Taylor» gold and diamonds necklace by Messika
«Isadora» gold and diamonds single earring by Messika
«Miss Milla» gold and diamonds removable rings by Messika
Gold and diamonds earring by Messika

Mustard dress by Longchamp
Two tone sandals by Longchamp
«Freccia mini» necklace in rose gold by Vhernier
«Freccia» bracelet in rose gold by Vhernier
«Freccia» bracelet in rose gold, turquoise and rock crystal by Vhernier
«Freccia» bracelet in rose gold lapis and rock crystal by Vhernier
«Freccia» ring in rose gold, lapis and rock crystal by Vhernier
«Freccia» ring in rose gold, turquoise and rock crystal by Vhernier
«Freccia» ring in rose gold and rock crystal by Vhernier
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Green top by Bash (Globus)
Pink lace skirt by Melane
Multicolour sandals by Georgia Rose (Sarenza)
Powder leather bag by Longchamp
«Frénésie» necklace in white gold with amethyst, topaze and diamonds by Cartier

«Pippa» lurex dress by Bash (Globus)

«Frénésie» earrings in white gold with amethyst, topaze and diamonds by Cartier

«Soirée» necklace in rose gold with Akoya pearls, emeralds and morganite by Bucherer

«Violine» ring in platinum, amethyst and diamonds by Cartier

«Soirée» earrings in rose gold with Akoya pearls, emeralds and morganite by Bucherer
«Soirée» bracelet in rose gold with Akoya pearls, emeralds and morganite by Bucherer

«Discrète» white dress by By Romance
Necklace in white gold set with diamonds and a pendant in yellow gold set with one Fancy
Vivid Yellow pear-shaped diamonds by Adler
Earrings in yellow gold set with one “Fancy"Yellow” diamond by Adler
Solitaire in white and yellow gold set with one “Fancy Yellow” pear!shaped diamond by Adler

«Dalile» rinted dress by Gerard Darel (Globus)
«Temptations» earrings in white gold with orange sapphires, ruby, tsavorite"and"amethysts by Chopard
«Haute Joaillerie» ring in white gold with diamonds by Chopard

Colour-block jumper by Ted Baker (Globus)

Blue leather bag by Navyboot (Globus)

Green dots socks by Hogan

Straw hat by Hackett (Globus)

Black leather wallet by Tod’s

Stripy tie by Altea (Globus)

Black keyholder by Tod’s

Leather bracelet by Tod’s

«Metropolis» sunglasses by Edwardson

Jean’s"shirt by Paul Smith (Globus)

Camel leather boots by Marvin&Co (Sarenza)

«Ziggy» sunglasses by Edwardson

Beige belt by Tod’s

Printed scarf by Globus Studio (Globus)

«Classic Fusion» green in pink gold by Hublot

«Royal Oak» chronongraph watch by Audemars Piguet

«Grande Seconde Quantième» watch by Jaquet Droz

«Klepcys» watch by Cyrus

«Laureato» watch by Girard Perregaux

«Portugieser» chronograph watch by IWC

1858 automatic watch by Montblanc

Light blue leather sneakers by Zespa (Globus)

